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Abstract—In recent years, there is a rapid advancement in
Information and Communication Technology (ICT). However, the
explosive growth of ICT and its many applications in education,
health, agriculture etc. are confined to a limited number of
privileged people who have both language and digital literacy.
At present the repositories in Internet are mainly in English, as
a consequence users unfamiliar to English are not able to get
benefits from Internet. Although many enterprises like Google
have addressed this problem by providing translation engines
but they have their own limitations. One major limitation is
that translation engines fail to translate the dynamic content
of the web pages which are written in English in web server
database. We address the problem in this work and propose
a user friendly interface mechanism through which a user can
interact to any web services in Internet. We illustrate the access
of Indian Railway Passenger Reservation System and interaction
with Wikipedia English Website signifying the efficacy of the
proposed mechanism as two case studies.
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II. INTRODUCTION

According to UNESCO report [[1]], about 64% of population
of the globe is English illiterate. The percentage is more in
developing countries like India, China, and Pakistan etc. where
nearly 76% people are English illiterate. It is obvious that these
people are deprived from the advantages of Internet because
majority of web pages (nearly 45%) are in English ( [[2], [3]].
Hence, there is a need to bridge the digital divide exists since
beginning of IT revolution i.e. the last decade of the previous
century. Let’s discuss about challenges ahead to access the
Internet repository. In present scenario, users who are familiar
with Indian languages and less conversant with English face
difficulties in accessing the web services. The traditional web
services (like Indian Railways) generate dynamic web page [[4]]
with respect to query given by the user in English language
as they maintain their database in the same language. Thus,
the services are lacking of support to user’s query in Indian
languages and as a result, unable to produce dynamic web
pages in any language excluding English. It may be also
noted that many translation engines ( [[5]–[17]]) which convert
web pages from English to Indian languages, have addressed
the problem for static content of a web page. For dynamic
web page content, the success rate is very poor. This specific
challenge has been addressed in this work. We propose [[18]]
a mechanism, called “Two-way Interaction” which enables a

user to interact with the dynamic web pages in user’s mother
language only and the results returned during interactions are
displayed in same language.

III. PROPOSED METHODOLOGY

In this section, we discuss our proposed approach to interact
with a web service in user’s language. Let user’s language
be L. A framework of our approach is shown in Fig.1.
The framework consists of two major components: RTR and
IHDD, which are discussed in the subsections below.

The RTR (Retrieve, Translation and Render) module
searches the Internet for the web page with respect to request
given by the user. After getting the requested page, it translates
the retrieved web page into language L and renders the
resulting web page in proper manner to the client machine.
This module consists of three sub modules namely Retrieve,
Translation and Render. The Retrieve sub module retrieves a
web page as requested by the user and separates the content
of web page (by using HTML parser) into HTML tags and
English text. Proper indexing of links in the page is done and
maintained using a table called Index Table. The Index Table
handles the layout and links present in the original web page.
The Translate sub module takes the extracted English text from
the Retrieve sub module and converts the text to the language
L. The Render sub module fully furnishes the web page in
language L. Once text is converted, it merges the content in
language L and set HTML tags using Index Table. In fact, the
Render sub module recreates the web page in user’s language
having same look as the original web page.

The IHDD (Input Handler and Data Dispatcher) module
is responsible for converting users input from language L
to English and forward them to original web server. The
module has been subdivided into two sub modules namely
Input Handler and Data Dispatcher. The Input Handler first
extracts the input data from web page in language L and
then converts the data from that language to English. The
module then invokes the Data Dispatcher which performs
the authentication needed to access the web site and finally
regenerates the query to be posted to original web server in
English.

The working of the module is described as follows. User
enters the URL of a web page what he wants to get serviced.
The proposed interface then invokes the Retrieve sub module
within RTR, (Step 1). After that, Retrieve module searches
the specified web page in the Internet and result is returned
back to the same module (Step 2 & 3). Once the web page
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Fig. 1. Framework of Two way Interaction

is fetched, the Retrieve module separates the HTML tags and
English text from the web page. The separated English content
is further sent to Translation module (Step 4) for converting
to language L and stores the link information in Index Table
for proper maintenance of the web page (Step 6). After the
completion of text conversion, Render module takes the input
from Index Table and Translation module to merge the content
of English text and HTML tag and generates the virtual web
page in user’s language (Steps 5, 6 and 7). This completes the
first phase of converting the requested web page in language
L.

In second phase, user gives input in his language by filling
forms which appears on the virtual web page in L with the
help of virtual keyboard [[19]] (Step 8). Input Handler then
extracts the text entered by user (Step 9) and calls Translation
module to convert the text from language L to English. After
that, this generated English text and the virtual web pages
are sent to Data Dispatcher module (Steps 10 and 11) which
regenerates the query in English, handles all the authentication
needed to post the web page in Internet and then invokes the
Retrieve module (Step 12). Now the task of Retrieve module
is to process the request and invoke the remote server which
accesses the database (database contents are in English). The
result returned from the remote server has finally been stored
within the Retrieve module (Step 13 and 14). The Retrieve
module then sends the result to the Translation (Step 15) and
Render (Step 16 and 17) modules which generate web page in
language L. This gives illusion to user that the result which is
displayed on the virtual web page fetched exclusively in user’s
language instead of English.

IV. CASE STUDY

In this section, we illustrate our proposed mechanism [[18]]
with two case studies.

A. Indian Railway Passenger Reservation System

We consider one of the popular web services in India, “In-
dian Railway Passenger Reservation System (IR-PRS)” [[20]].
Our proposed mechanism provides an interface between the
user and IR-PRS in Internet maintained by Indian Rail-
ways [[20]] (CRIS). The interface gives a flavor to the user
that the entire IR-PRS web page is written in his language. It
also provides facility to the user for giving input and getting
output in his language in his language. In this study, we
explain the accessing the IR-PRS in Hindi language (spoken
majority of people in India). It is not necessarily limited to
Hindi. In fact it can be applied to any language, of course
with their corresponding translation scheme in needed. The
original service provided by Indian railway will be beneficial
for user familiar to English language. The corresponding web
page of Indian railway written in English language is shown
in Fig: 2(a). The converted web page in Hindi language is
shown is Fig: 2(b).

When user gives source and destination name of sta-
tions [[21]] say “Kharagpur” and “Delhi” to the original web
page of IR-PRS the results returned by IR-PRS in English is
shown in Fig: 2(c). With our proposed Interface, this original
web page is first translated to Hindi using machine translation
systems and displayed the same but in Hindi. The users are
now allowed to enter the text directly in Hindi Unicode [[22]]
format using virtual keyboard for Hindi. After entering the
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(a) Original content of IR-PRS

(b) Entering input in Hindi to virtual web page of IR-PRS

(c) Result returned by IRP-RS

(d) Displaying the result in Hindi

Fig. 2. Accessing Dynamic Web Page Of Indian Railway in Hindi Language

source (Kwgp� r) and destination (EdSlF), the user submits the
form to Hindi web page for processing as shown in Fig: 2(b).
The result returned by IR-PRS is retrieved, translated, rendered
and finally displayed in Hindi. The web page shows the detail
of the train name with number in Hindi language. One can
also check the availability and train time table in the same
language (see Fig: 2(d)).

B. Wikipedia English website

Searching for the word (lkwF) in English Wikipedia
“http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/” using Google website transla-
tion service, will return only those page written in Unicode.

As the word (lkwF) doesn’t exist in English Wikipedia it will
not return any result but when the word “wood” is given it will
display the english pages containing the word “wood”.

Fig. 3. Result when user gives input in Hindi under Google translation for
word (lkwF)

Fig. 4. Result when user gives input under Google translation for word
(wood)

Fig. 5. Result when user gives input in Hindi in our service for word (lkwF)

V. DISCUSSION

In this work, we have addressed the problem facing by
English illiterate people to access Internet where majority of
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the pages are stored in English. Our work is a contemporary
and first of its kind. The work also addresses many limitations,
which Google is yet to address. Google has web page trans-
lation scheme called Google Translate [[23]]. This translation
scheme is partial and more importantly one way. As an exam-
ple, to translate IR-PRS web site using Google’s translation,
user must give the station name in English. If user gives the
input in English, site searches the train between the given
stations and resulting web page is rendered to user in English
only (as Google looses the control to translate [[24]]). When user
gives the source and destination name in Hindi Unicode like
source name (Kwgp� r) and destination name (EdSlF), Google
gives unauthorized invocation error and unable to translate the
page, neither in English nor in Hindi.

We have tested our mechanism with more than 35 popular
web sites with two way interactions and results are error free
and satisfactory. We have tested our approach with Hindi and
Bengali and it is applicable to any language provided that
accurate translation scheme is available in that language.

Accessing Dynamic Web Page in Users Language plays a
great role, as it will minimize the gap between the Internet
and user due to language barrier ( [[18]]). It helps the users to
access Internet in their day to day life without worrying much
about the language web page is originally written. This service
provides the Internet content to millions of people who might
not have good capability to read the web content in English.
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